SURE AS SHOOTING  Brendan Emmett Quigley (www.brendanemmettquigley.com)

ACROSS
1. Stare up and down
5. World of Warcraft personification
11. Direction to the left
15. ___ capacitor (DeLorean-turned-time machine part)
16. Thin with water
17. Maltese food
18. Letter design
19. "___ is blind, as well as love" (Oscar Wilde)
20. Art supply thrown on a wheel
21. Big blast
24. Hun. home
25. CNN's Jeff Zucker, e.g.
26. Classical music group
36. Actor ___ Joel Osment
37. Suffix with fair, short, or wire
38. Cable car ingredient
39. Seth's son that he fathered at age 105
40. Cat box stuff
41. Big brass instrument
42. Came out on top
43. Actress Cusack or singer O'Connor
44. Former Times editor Abramson and others
45. You might be glad to see this
46. Flight of Mohammed
47. Washed off
48. Consume
49. "Who wants another beer?" reply
50. Off-key flub?
51. Castling piece
52. Russian engineer Sikorsky
53. Not that common
54. Sports org. whose first signed athlete was Sheryl Swoopes
55. Bust ___ (shoot)
56. R.E.M. song "All The Way To ___ (You're Gonna Be A Star)"
57. Buddhist actor Richard
58. Killed, as a dragon
62. "I'm drowning"

DOWN
1. "Turn that racket ___!"
2. Substantial serving of Preparation H, e.g.
3. Moon deity
4. Opposite ends of the spectrum
5. Follow closely
6. Medicine container
7. Chorus voice
8. Gang land
9. "Let me ___"
10. Earth tone
11. Nutcases
12. Bust rival
13. Fix a hot dog?
14. Kid stuff
22. 40th anniversary gift
23. Financial aid consideration
26. Masticates
27. Noi Bai International Airport city
28. "___ those lines ..."
29. Big zoo attraction
30. Movie that might end in a showdown
31. Coolidge and Wilson
32. Words to live by
33. In all honesty
34. Currency whose symbol is a P with a horizontal stroke
35. Gather over time
40. Raised
41. Get drunk
43. Like many a man cave event
44. Lightsaber wielder
46. Flight of Mohammed
47. Washed off
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